It is shown that, for certain gauge groups, central functions of the holonomy variables do not determine connections up to gauge equivalence. It is also shown that, for a large class of compact groups, such functions do determine connections up to gauge equivalence. It is then shown that, for the latter type of gauge groups, the Euclidean quantum gauge field measure is determined by the expectation values of the Wilson loop variables (products of characters evaluated on holonomies).
Introduction
In this paper we show ( §3) that, for certain noncompact gauge groups, gauge invariant functions of the holonomy variables do not determine gauge fields (i.e., connections on principal bundles) up to gauge equivalence. In contrast, we show (Theorem 1 ) that, for a wide class of compact gauge groups, such functions do determine gauge fields up to gauge equivalence. As a consequence we prove (Theorem 4) that for such groups the Yang-Mills functional integral measure is determined by the Wilson loop expectation values (these are expectation values of products of characters evaluated on holonomy variables). In Theorem 2 we answer the following question affirmatively for certain classes of classical compact groups: Let {x,},e/, {x('},6/ be families of elements in a group G such that Xit ■ ■ ■ Xik is conjugate to x'ix • • • x¡ for every k > 1 and every ix, ... , ik £ I ; then is there a g £ G such that gx¡g~x = x¡ for all i € II The Wilson loop variables are often taken as the fundamental objects describing gauge-equivalence classes of gauge fields especially in the context of quantum gauge theories (see [Sei, Fr] ). The problem of reconstructing gauge fields from Wilson loop variables was discussed in an informal way in [Gi] . Kobayashi [Ko] announced a description of gauge-equivalence classes of connections in terms of holonomies. This approach has been investigated and clarified in a more complete manner by Driver [Dr] .
The problem
Mathematically, the problem may be formulated as follows: Let n: P -> M be a smooth principal bundle over a connected manifold M with gauge group (= structure group) a Lie group G. For a connection w on P and a piecewise smooth closed loop C in M based at some point m £ M -we denote by gu(C; co) the holonomy around C starting at a point u on the fiber n~x(m) over m. By a gauge transformation 0 on P we mean a diffeomorphism tp: P -> P for which (i) <p(pg) = <p(p)g for every p £ P and g £ G and (ii) tf> maps each fiber n~x(x) onto itself for every x £ M. The question then is: if oe and to' are connections on P such that gu(C; co) and gM(C ; oe') are conjugate elements in G for every piecewise smooth closed loop C based at m, then is there a gauge transformation tp of P for which (p*0) = CO"> In most formulations one looks in fact at the Wilson loop variable X(Su(C; co)), where x is an arbitrary of G. Of course, if g, g' £ G are conjugate in G then x(s) = X(g') > while the converse holds when G is compact. In the physical literature, an affirmative answer to the above question is generally assumed.
Counterexamples
Let G be the connected component of the identity in the Poincaré group. An element of G is of the form (a, A), where a £ R4 and A is a proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation (i.e., A = {Mj)o<i,j<i is a 4x4 unitdeterminant real matrix with A0n > 0 and for which ATFA = F, where Ar denotes the transpose of A and F is the 4x4 diagonal matrix whose (0, 0)th entry is +1 while all the other diagonal entries are -1). The law of composition is defined by (1) (a,g)(b,h) = (a + gb,gh) for (a, g), (b, h) £ G. For notational purposes, an element v of R4 will be taken as a column vector with components v¡ indexed by 1 = 0,1,2,3. Let H denote the subgroup of G consisting of translations, i.e., H = {(a, I): a £ R4} , where / is the 4x4 identity matrix.
The map Q>: H -» H: (a, I) •-> (Fa, I) is an isomorphism (F is the matrix mentioned above). Note that (Fa)TF(Fa) = a1Fa and that the 0th component of Fa is equal to the 0th component of a .
Now if (a, I), (x, y) £ G then (x, y)(a, I)(x, y)-1 = (ya, I). A basic property of the group of proper orthochronous Lorentz transformations is that for any a, b £ R4, with a7Fa = bTFb and an and bo of the same sign, there exists a proper orthochronous Lorentz matrix y with ya = b (see, e.g., [Va] ).
Therefore, we conclude that if (a, I), (b, I) £ G with aTFa = bTFb and if iio^o > 0 > then there is a y £ G with y (a, I)y~x = (b, I). In particular, this is true of b = Fa .
However, it is also clear that there is no y £ G for which y(e¡, I)y~x = (Fd, I) holds for every element e¡ of a basis (en, ex, e2, e^) of R4, for that would imply that y = (x, F) for some x £ R4 , and this would not be possible since (x, F) is not an element of G.
Let n: P = R4xG -* R4 be the trivial principal bundle over four-dimensional Euclidean space R4. We may view P as the bundle of 'affine (proper orthochronous) Lorentz frames' over R4 . Fix a point m £ R4 .
Let 5 denote the section s: R4 -+ P: x i-» s(x) = (x, (0,1)) of the bundle P. Write u = s(m).
Choose smooth 1-forms ao, ax, a2, üt, on R4 and smooth loops Co, Cx, C2, Ct,, all based at m, such that ¡c a, = o¡¡ (where S¡j is 0 if / =é j and is 1 if i = j). For instance, we can take each a¡ to be of the form Xjdxk/n and each C, a unit circle parallel to the (Xj -xk)-plane. Now define the .Revalued
1-form A by
where (en ,ex,e2,e-f) is the standard basis of R4.
Let oe denote the connection on P specified by requiring that co(s*(X)) = (A(X), 0) for every vector X tangent to R4. If C is any piecewise smooth closed loop in R4 based at m then gu(C ; co) = (Jc A, I). Define a connection co' on P in exactly the same way except with A replaced by F o A in the definition of oe. So if gu(C; co) = (a, I) then gu(C; co') = (Fa, I). Thus co and co' may be viewed as 'generalized affine connections' (see [KN, §3.3 
Therefore, by our previous remarks, it follows that (i) for every piecewise smooth loop C, based at m, there exists a y £ G with y~xgu(C; oe)y = gu(C; co'), and (ii) there is no y £ G for which y~xgu(C; co)y = gu(C; oe') holds for every piecewise smooth loop C . Therefore, there is no gauge transformation y/ of P for which y/*co = co'. For if such a y were to exist then there would be a y £ G defined by y/(u) = uy , and then one would have gu(C; co') = y~xgu(C; co)y for all piecewise smooth closed loops C based at m . Variants of the above example include the group of all proper Euclidean motions in R" (n > I) and certain finite groups obtained as semidirect products (or see [Bu2] ). Moreover, the product of such a finite group with any compact Lie group (dim > 1) yields another example-this time with a compact Lie group of dimension > 1. Finite groups and their products with other groups are relevant only for lattice gauge theories and continuum theories on nonsimply connected base spaces. An example can be manufactured along the above lines with G as the semidirect product of R4 and SU(2), and this can be used in the context of principal bundles over arbitrary base manifolds of dimension at least 1.
These examples are related to the problem of finding groups which have noninner automorphisms which preserve each conjugacy class. The question as to whether such groups exist was raised first by Burnside in his book [Bu 1 ]-he later constructed such examples involving finite groups [Bu2] . The results of the following section show that for many of the classical compact groups any conjugacy class-preserving automorphism must be inner.
Orthogonal and unitary groups
Theorem 1. Let G be a compact Lie group for which the conclusion Theorem 2 holds (see the statement in Theorem 2 for a list of examples). Let n: P -> M be a principal G-bundle over a connected manifold M. Fix an m £ M and any point u on the fiber n~x(m) over m. Suppose co and oe' are connections on P such that x(gu(C; co)) = x(gu(C ; co')) for every piecewise smooth closed loop in M based at m and every character x-(The holonomy around C, starting at u, with respect to the connection co is denoted gu(C; co).) Then there is a gauge transformation tp: P -+ P such that tf>*co = co'. Proof. Since characters of G separate conjugacy classes, each gu(C;co) is conjugate to gu(C; co'). In particular, the product of any finite number of gu(C; co) 's, being of the form gu(C" ■ ■ ■ Cx ; co) with C"-Cx the composite of piecewise smooth loops C, based at m, is conjugate to the corresponding product of the gu(C; <y')'s. (Of course, C refers to piecewise smooth closed loops based at m.) Then by Theorem 2 there is a y £ G such that ygu(C ; co)y~x = gu(C ; co') for all C. Using a local cross-section of n: P -> M in a neighborhood of m it is possible to construct a gauge transformation Ç: P -> P such that Ç(u) = uy~x (here u is the fixed point on n~x(m) chosen earlier). Then (*) gu(C; ?(o) = ygu(C; co)y~x = gu(C;co').
Now define a gauge transformation yi: P -> P as follows. For p £ P define y/(p) to be the point on the fiber through p which is obtained by parallel translating p according to Ç*co along a piecewise smooth path from n(p) to m and then parallel translating according to co' back along the same path (in reverse direction) from m to n(p). That y/ is well defined follows from (*). That y/ is smooth may be seen by taking local cross-sections. Then y/*(¿¡*oj) = co', as may be readily verified. Thus tf) = £, o y/ is a gauge transformation for which tf>*co = co'. D The group G acts on Gm by (g,(xx, ... , xm)) = (gxxg~x, ... , gxmg~x), and we denote the quotient by Gm/G. A function / on Gm will be called for every g, xx, ... , xm £ G.
Theorem 2. Let G be a product of groups from the following list : abelian groups, the unitary groups U(n), special unitary groups SU(«), orthogonal groups O(n), and the odd special orthogonal groups SO(2n + 1). Suppose that {ga}a<Ei and {g^}aei are families of elements of G such that for every ax, ... ,ak £ I the product &»,-•• gak is conjugate in G to g'ai---g'ak. Then there is an element y £ G such that g'a = ygay~x for every a £ I.
Proof. If G is abelian then the result is trivial. Moreover, if the result holds for each member of a family of groups then it does for their product. Therefore, it will suffice to consider the cases where G is one of the groups U(«), SU(«), 0(«), or SO(2«+1). Henceforth we shall assume that G is one of these matrix groups. Since each of these groups is compact, it may be seen that it suffices to assume that the indexing set is finite. We will take I = {I, ... , m} . The hypothesis implies that the trace of the product g,, • • • g¡k equals the trace°f <?;', ••• SÍ f°r every positive integer k and every ix, ... , ik £ {1, ... , m} . It is only this apparently weaker hypothesis that will be used. Consider any License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use g £ G. By considering the diagonalized form of the matrix g we see that there is a polynomial P(X) such that P(g) = g~x. If g' £ G is conjugate to g then P(g') = ¿?'_1 • Therefore, we have (2) Tr(g°;---g%) = Tr(g'^..-g'ik°*)
for every k > 1, ix, ... , ik £ {1, ... , m} , and 6i,... , e,-G {1, -1}. We start with the case G = U(«). Since Gm¡G is compact Hausdorff, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem tells us that it will suffice to show f(gx, ... , gm) = j~{g[, •■■ , g'm) for every (/-invariant continuous function f:Gm->C. Again by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem we can approximate / arbitrarily closely by functions P on Gm for which P(gx, ... , gm) are polynomials in the entries of the matrices g¡ and their conjugates. Replacing such a P by its average over G under the adjoint action (i.e., by h,.,..!»/««-'.w-Vî, Jg where dg is the Haar measure of unit mass on G) we may and will assume that P is G-invariant. It will suffice to show that P(gx,... , gm) = P(g[, ... , g'm). Note that P(XX,... , Xm) is still a polynomial in the matrix entries of the X¡ 's and their conjugates and is defined for all n x n complex matrices, not just unitary ones; moreover, P is G-invariant in the sense that P(XX, ... , Xm) has the same value if each X¡ is replaced by gX¡g~x with the same g £ G. By its polynomial nature, P is a linear combination of terms of the form Q(Xh ®---®X¡k®Xfi®---®Xj¡), where Q £ (Endc(<g)k+l C"))' has the form with (e?i, ... , e") being the standard basis of C" and (•, •) the usual inner product on C" . By linear algebra there exists Q' £ Endc(<8)fc+/ C") such that Q(B) = Tr(BQ') for all B £ Endc«g>*+/ C"). Since P is G-invariant, we may and will, by averaging as before if necessary, assume that each Q' commutes with g ® • • • ® g = ®k+l g for every g £ G. Therefore, by a classical result (see [We] where ACi is the product APl ■■ ■ APf if C, is the cycle (px ■ • • Pf). Relation (2) and the fact that g* = g~x for g £ G = U(«) now imply that Q(g¡¡ ® ■ • -®gik <S>gjt ® • • -®gj ) equals the corresponding quantity with the g¡ 's replaced by the g\ 's. By taking linear combinations, we obtain P(gx, ... , gm) = P(g[,... , g'm) as desired, and we are done with the case U(«). The case G = SU(«) is an immediate consequence of the U(n) case. This is obtained by scaling the y (see the statement of the theorem for notation) obtained by the U(«) argument by a suitable factor to ensure that it lies in SU(/i).
We turn to the case G = 0(n). The U(«) case implies (with notation as usual) that there is a y € U(n) such that yg¡y~x = g¡ for all i = I, ... , m. Here we are looking at R" c C" and O(n) c U(«). Let H be the closed subgroup generated by the g¡ 's. Write x' for yxy~x. Since Tr(x) = Tr(x'), the (real) characters of the two representations H -* O(n): x i-> x and H -► 0(n): x >-► x' are equal, and therefore these two real representations decompose into the same sequence of irreducible (real) representations and hence are orthogonally equivalent. That is, there is a g £ 0(n) with ghg~x = h' for all h £ H. In particular, this holds for h equal to any g¡. This takes care of the 0(h) case. For n odd, the result for G = SO(«) follows from the result for O(n) as the SU(«) case followed from U(«). D Remark. The results above also hold for the symplectic groups. In the proof of Theorem 2 we saw that the case SO(2« + 1) followed immediately from the case of the orthogonal groups. That argument does not go through for the groups SO(2«) (n > 1). For SO(4) we have the following result.
Proposition 3. Let G be a compact group with the property (P) that :
(P) // {xj}i€¡ and {x'j}i(Ei are families of elements in the group such that x;, • --x^ is conjugate to x'ix ■ ■■ x\, for every positive integer k andevery ix, ... , ik £ I, and if {Xi}içi generates a subgroup whose closure is connected, then there exists an element g in the group for which gx¡g~x = x\ for all i £ I.
Suppose G' is a compact group having a finite normal subgroup D such that G'/D is isomorphic to G. Then G' also has the property (P).
The groups Spin(2« + 1), Pin(«), SO(4), and Spin(4) have the property (P).
Remark. A glance at the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the theorem holds for any compact Lie group G having property (P) provided that the holonomy group involved (of to in the notation of Theorem 1) is connected-a condition which is always satisfied if the base manifold is simply connected.
Proof of Proposition 3. Identify G with G'/D, and let p: G' -> G be the quotient map. Let {x¡}i€¡ and {x;'},e/ be families of elements of G' such that x¡t ■ ■ ■ x¡k is conjugate to x'¡ • ■ ■ x¡ , for every positive integer k and every ix, ... ,ik £ I, and suppose {x,}ie/ generates a subgroup H of G' whose closure is connected. It is readily seen using (P) that the assignment x¡ i-> We use the following notation: n: P -> M is a principal G-bundle over the manifold M, sé is the set of all connection forms on this bundle, m is a fixed point in M, h isa fixed point on the fiber n~x(m) over m, and gu(C; co) denotes the holonomy of the connection co around a closed loop in M based at m starting at u. Let 3f be a set of piecewise smooth closed loops in M, all based at some point m £ M. Assume that if Cx, C2 £ 3f then the composite loop Cx o C2 also belongs to 3? . In the application to continuum gauge theories 3? is large enough so that if co, co' £ sé are such that gu(K ; co) equals gu(K; co') for every K £ 3f then gu(C; co) equals gu(C; co') for every piecewise smooth closed loop C based at m . In the context of lattice gauge theories 3t would be the set of all closed loops, based at some fixed point, in the lattice.
In applications of the following result to gauge theory, /iYm would be the Yang-Mills (Euclidean) quantum gauge field measure (defined heuristically by the formal expression dpYu = Z~xe~s^[3fco], where S(co) is the Yang-Mills action functional, \ßco] an informal infinite-dimensional 'Lebesgue measure' on Q, and Z a normalization constant), and the result shows that this measure is determined by the Wilson loop expectation values (**) (and gaugeinvariance). The space Q would correspond (heuristically) to the quotient sé l&m , where &m is the group of all gauge transformations <t> of P which fix m ; Zsm acts on sé by (tf>, co) ^ <f)*co.
Theorem 4. Let (Q,^, pYM) be a probability measure space, and suppose that for every closed loop K £ 3? there is given a G-valued random variable £2 -> G: co i-> g(C; co) £ G. Here G is any compact group to which Theorem 1 applies. Assume that SF is the a-algebra generated by the functions co i-> g(C; co) as C runs over 3T. Assume also that for every positive integer m, Cx, ... , Cm £ 3Í, and every x £ G, the Gm-valued random variable co >-► (xg(Cx ; co)x~x, ... , xg(Cm; co)x~x) has the same distribution (under Pym) as co ^ (g(Cx ; to), ... , g(Cm ; co)). Now suppose p'YM is a probability measure on (Q, &) such that all the preceding hypotheses are valid with p\u replaced by p'YM ■ Assume finally that / Xi(g(Cx; to))---Xr(g(Cr;co))dpYM((o) (**) Ja , = / X\(g(Cx; co))---Xr(g(Cr; co))dp'YM(co) Ja for every positive integer r, every collection of curves Cx,... , Cr £ 3f, and every choice of characters X\, ■ ■ ■ > Xr of G.
Then pYM = p'YM ■ Proof. For positive integer j denote by s/j the space of all continuous functions /: Gj -* C which satisfy f(gxxg~], ... , gXjg~x) = f(xx, ... , x¡) for every g, xx, ... , Xj £G. Then s/j is an algebra under pointwise addition and multiplication. Let 38¡ be the subalgebra of sé¡ generated by functions of the form (gx, ... , gj) i-> x(gi{ ■ ■ ■ gik) > where x ranges over all characters of G, k over all positive integers, and ix, ... , ik over {I,... , j} . By Theorem 2, if x, y £ Gj are such that f(x) = f(y) for every / £ 38¡ then f(x) = f(y) for every f £sé¡. By going down to the quotient Gj/G using the action of G on Gj given by (g,(xx, ... , xj)) t-* (gxxg~x, ... , gXjg~x), it follows from the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem that 38¡ is dense in the supremum norm in sé¡. That is, if / £ séj then there is a sequence (fk) in 3Sj such that supx€Gy \f(x) -fk(x)\ -»0 as k -* oo . Therefore, for every positive integer j, every f £séj , and every Cx, ... , Cj £3f, I f(g(Cx ;co),..., g(Cj; co))dp^oj) (* * *) = / Rg{C\ ;«),..., g(Cj ; co)) dpYM(co).
Jn
Here we have used the hypothesis (**) and the fact that 3f is closed under composition of loops. From the invariance properties of pYM and p^ (to be more precise, invariance properties of the distributions of (g(Cx ;-),... , g(Cj ; -)) under /iym arid p'YM) in the hypotheses, it follows, by using an averaging argument, that (* * *) holds for every continuous function f:GJ->C. Therefore, the distribution on Gj of co i-> (g(Cx ; co), ... , g(C¡; co)) under pYM and under p'YM is the same. Since the random variables co i-> g(C ; co), as C varies over 3f, generate the a-algebra 9~, we conclude that //ym = /4m-d Remarks. After completion of most of this work I became aware of the work [Du] where, among other results of related interest, Theorem 2 is proved for the case of unitary and special unitary groups by a different method. The work [Pr] also contains results closely connected with Theorem 2.
